New 24hr quiet crossing under FRA Quiet Zone Rule

New night-time quiet crossing under FRA Quiet Zone Rule*

Public At Grade Railroad Crossings with vehicular traffic in the seven county region of northeastern Illinois which are currently excused from train horn sounding 24 hours a day or at night-time.

Legend

- ▲ New 24hr quiet crossing under FRA Quiet Zone Rule*
- ◼ New night-time quiet crossing under FRA Quiet Zone Rule*
- ▼ Pre-rule 24hr quiet crossing (existing Dec. 18, 2003)
- ▲ Pre-rule night-time quiet crossing (existing Dec. 18, 2003)

Data Sources
Quiet crossings, Illinois Commerce Commission
Railways, 2007 National Transportation Atlas Database
Municipalities, counties, interstates, CMAP
NAD83 State Plane II east ft., projected coord. system
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